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Turn-based survival villager builder 'Seeds of Resilience' released [2]

Seeds of Resilience has an interesting idea about survival, with you trying not to die on a
deserted island and the full release is now available. The full release comes with 12 missions
to unlock characters and learn the game as well as a plain survival mode to go at your own
pace and do as you wish.

Short free Visual Novel "Missed Messages" has beautiful artwork and a mature subject[3]

I rarely try Visual Novels, mostly because too many of them are overly lewd in some way.
However, Missed Messages is of a different sort and it's quite beautiful.
Developed by Angela He, it's completely free and surprisingly well done. The theme is quite a
mature one too, with it touching on suicide and self-harm. It also touches on romance, there's
a few memes (who doesn't love a good meme) and so on. What's striking initially is the
artwork, it's seriously good. Great chilled-out soundtrack to go along with it too, the quality
here really is impressive.

GIGABUSTER, an action platformer inspired by Mega Man Zero and Mega Man X will support Linux[4]

Available to help fund on Kickstarter, GIGABUSTER is an action platformer taking
inspiration from Mega Man Zero and Mega Man X.

They're very clear on release platforms too which is nice to see, with a mention of a Steam
release for "Windows, Mac, and Linux". Interestingly, it's being made with Construct 2, a
very interesting HTML5 game creator that I've tinkered with myself and found it to be pretty
impressive. Thanks to that, you can try out the early W.I.P demo right in your browser on
Game Jolt.

After a very impressive demo, Eagle Island is launching on July 11th [5]

Eagle Island, a game where you run around and throw your loyal owl companion at your
enemies (yes really, it's awesome) is set to release on July 11th.
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